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As a follow-up to John Lucas's
demonstration on photography, I
have included a few pages of
tips, articles and examples in
this month's newsletter.
April Meeting Demo

Randy Miles - Twice
Turned Bowl Turning

Randy will demonstrate the second step of the twice-turned bowl
turning process. He will discuss
the process of drying green rough
turned bowls and remounting for
the finishing steps, so you can
have bowls that are almost perfectly symetrical.
See you there!

A Message From the
President: Deryl Duer
Well,
Spring is
here, and I
hope that
everyone is
enjoying the
relief from
working in a
cold shop as
much as I am enjoying it.

Although I did not participate in
the Saturday turning session in
March, I understand that it was a
great success. We will be having
another Saturday turning session
in April, on Saturday the 24th.
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Willard Baxter Update

For those of you that know
Willard. I received an up date
from Herschel Miller in Memphis
- the update as as follows:
This update was sent to him by
Bobby Clemons.
Its not a good report...
Willard is slowly going down hill.
He is having more and more trouble speaking. In fact, last week
when I called I talked to Sarah and
when I talked to Willard I couldn't
understand anything he was trying
to tell me.
Sarah did say sometimes he could
say things. It has to be terrible for
him~as much as he loved to talk.

The club is still looking for members who are interested in working All I ask is that you pray for him.
on our web site. If anyone is interested, please contact me by email Bobby Clemmons
at deryl@digitalphotogroup.com,
or by phone at 615-400-1444.
Willard was diagnosed with brain
cancer in early 2003. At last
Our club Vice President, Gary
year's
Symposium, Willard
Martin, has notified the board that was in TAW
good
spirits, but did show
he will be stepping down from his signs of illness.
position next year. If there is a
club member that you would like Willard has been involved with
to suggest as a candidate to
of the South East's AAW
replace Gary, please contact me or many
Chapters
and the AAW National
any board member with your sug- Association
and its Board of
gestion.
Directors for many years. He is
also a Baptist Minister,Auctioneer
Deryl
and friend to many.
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We will have a sign-up sheet at
the next meeting.

Alabama Woodturners
Brasstown Woodturners Guild
Chattahoochee Woodturners
By Deryl Duer
We
ask
that
you
commit
to
at
least
Just a reminder, we are looking for 3 hours of being in the booth - you Cumberland Woodturners
Low Country Turners
members who are interested in
may
turn,
talk
or
a
little
of
both,
Palmetto Woodturners
helping with the symposium. We but please do try and join us for
Peach State Woodturners
are in need of assistance in the
this
chance
to
show
off
your
areas of videography, setup of the skills!
Bobby Clemons, Symposium
event, breakdown of the event,
Coordinator
and the auction. If you are willing
to help, please contact Charlie
The 4th Annual Southern Lots of Demonstrations, Friday
Putnam or Deryl Duer.
afternoon to Sunday morning
States Symposium

HELP!

TACA FAIR
by Ray Sandusky
From April 30 to May2, the
Tennessee Association of Craft
Artists will be conducting its 33
Annual Show and Sale at
Cenntennial Park in Nashville.

The Southern States Symposuim
will feature five simultaneous
rotations —a total of 40 demonstrations—beginning at 1 p.m. Friday,
April 23 and continuing through
noon on Sunday, April 25, 2004.
The symposium has expanded to
fill the entire Georgia Mountains
Conference Center to allow addiAs in years past, the members of tional space for the trade show and
the Tennessee Association of
Instant Gallery. The symposium
Woodturners have been invited to will be highlighted by a Saturday
conduct demonstrations throught evening banquet and auction. Ten
full scholarships to John C.
the three days of the event.
Campbell Folk School will be
awarded at the banquet- you must
This event draws people from
be present to win. Each registered
across the state and from
Alabama, Georgia and Kentucky attendee is encouraged to bring up
to three turnings for the Instant
for three days of Art, Music and
Food. So, it is a great opportunity Gallery and a donated piece for
for you, our membership to show the auction.
off your turning skills and maybe Featured Demonstrators
get someone else interested in
Trent Bosch
turning.
Al Stirt
Bihn Pho
We usually have a portion of a
Gary Sanders
tent set aside for our demonstrations - so we are covered in case Guest Demonstrators will include:
of rain. We will have 2 - 3 lathes Nick Cook, Dave Barriger, Steve
set up for the weekend and some Worester, John Lucas, Troy
turning stock will be available.
Bledsoe, Hal Simmons, Pat
So, bring your tools, your safety Johnson, Talmadge Murphy, Gary
glasses and your joy of turning to Dickey, and Noel Wright.
share with attendees of the fair.
Sponsored by:
The Tennessee Turner
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Dinner Banquet Saturday Evening
Auction for Charity Saturday
Evening
Trade Show displays from woodturning vendors
Instant Gallery area, so bring your
stuff to display!
Individual $100, Individual and
Spouse $125. Late registration
after April 1, 2004 will cost an
additional $25.
Send your registration to:
Southern States Symposium
Marsha Barnes, Registrar
152 Blackberry Bend
Murphy NC 28906
(828) 837-6532
These hotels are nearby:
Hampton Inn (770) 503-0300
Guest House International
(770) 535-8100
Days Inn (770) 536-4451
Best Western Lanier Centre
(770)531-0907
Safiety Classes or a Face Shield are
•Required Equipment* when operating a woodtuming lathe or any tool
Remember to practice safety at all
timesi
March 2004

March Instant Gallery
Most of the photos by Ray Sandusky

Tom Van Der Vort - Cherry

u.fm

Ed Taylor - 2 bowls

Ken Gaidos - Cherry Bowl

John Moss - Maple Vessel
Brevard Haines - Walnut

Pete Preston - Bowl

John Lucas - Inside Out

Randy Miles - Box Elder Bowl
The Tennessee Turner

Cliff Brothers - Bowls

Remember to bring your
best, new turnings to display in next month's
Instant Gallery!
March 2004

Demonstration Report
John Lucas - Photography

By Ray Sandusky
Last month, we were blessed to
have our resident professional
photographer, John Lucas, join us
to discuss photographic techniques. All members in attendance were completely captivated
by the topic and John made it look
easy.
The backdrop that John recommends is a simple roll of medium
dark paper, preferabley gray- due
to its ability to absorb light. Gray
also can produce a more consistent
gradient for the transition from
foreground to background in the
still-life photographs we woodturners need for our portfolios.
The most important aspect of

There are two major aspect that
you need to keep in mind when
setting up the lighting: hot spot
control and filling the dark spots.
To control the hot spots, it is best
to use material that is heavier than
cloth but still allows light to pass
through. This acts as a filtr of
direct light, which cuts the hotspot

glare that often occurs.
Filling the dark areas is more
tricky, but can be accomplished
through the use of light cards, aluminium foil wrapped cardboard or
by bouncing the light off of walls.
The object here is to fill in the
areas at the bottom or sides of the
piece so the shadows are not so
dark that they cover the edges of
the object's fonn.

He began the demonstration by
shoing us his photographic booth.
It is made from a set of PVC Pipes
that are connected into a 3 dimensional rectangle with opaque cloth
on the top and sides and a paper
backdrop. The PVC is strong, but
lighweight for easy movement and
may be disassembled for easy storage. Most of the parts can be
bought at Home Depot or salvaged
from the dumpster of a new home
construction site.
photography is light and how that
light is employed to its best effect
on the final product.
John discussed the use of a single
light source that is directed from a
high angle and filtered through the
photo booth's cloth sides. This
makes the item appear to be lit by
the sun and provides more consistentcy of results in the pictures.
The Tennessee Turner
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We all learned things that we can
use in our own picUire making
activities. If you have any specific
questions, you may find answers
on the Intemet, in books or by
asking John at the next meeting.
March 2004

STILL LIFE
PHOTOGRAPHY

by Clive R. Haynes FRPS.

Still Life, as with so much of photography, has its roots firmly
embedded in the romanticism of
traditional painting techniques.
Still life usually seeks to illustrate
the natural world and to present
something more than a simple
record of the scene. When a
painter works, the resulting picture
will reflect what's has been in the
artist's mind - predilections, frustrations, enjoyments and moods
etc. This applies to the photographer as artist too - so our pictures
represent something within us,
making each unique.
During the 17th century a branch
of Dutch painting created an
almost specialist form of the still
life and raised it to the state of
high/fine art. Often the scenes
from these Dutch masters show
tables fairly creaking with layers
of food, brimming chalices of
wine, sprawling game with fine
cloths and brocades adorning the
frame. They're rich in chiaroscuro,
texture, sombre colour, sparkling
highlights and an infinity of shadows. Often pictures such as these
were aimed at a market of
wealthy, likely buyers, who
wished for scenes to decorate dining rooms of fine houses.
The subjects for still-life pictures
are often simple and commonplace. The familiar can be rendered special and significant by
the treatment that it's given. Just
as trivial words can provide the
source for a beautiful song so trivThe Tennessee Turner

ial objects can be arranged to form of keeping things simple.
a beautiful picture.
Examples of still life are all
It's hardly surprising then that
around and can be found within
photographers since the inception brochures, catalogues paintings,
of the medium have sought to
advertising, magazine and book
emulate the traditional forms of
covers and within fine art galstill-life. Experiments have been leries. Keeping our senses alerted
made to extend the range of the
to such imagery is one method
genre and to seek methods of
whereby we can gain inspiration
involving the viewer. Cezanne and and ideas.
Salvidor Dali certainly experimented greatly with the accepted Generally speaking, the still life
form by their distortions of plane should be a self-contained expresand perspective and photographers sion in which each ingredient
such as Man Ray and Andre
should make a real contribution to
Kertesz in their turn pushed back the overall effect. Subsidiary elethe boundary lines.
ments should support the main
subject and not compete.
Still life photography presents the
photographer with something of a A simple way of starting is to
"blank canvas" and in this respect experiment with a few household
the beginning is closely allied to objects and link them with a comthe traditional, painterly forms of mon visual theme. Try to choose
art. Ideally the photographer
objects with interesting surface
should be involved in the process textures and characteristics such as
of creating the scene, building it
garden tools, kitchen implements,
up from an empty space and using glassware, food and fruits for
the shapes, textures, tones and
example.
colours presented. Add to this the
selection and arrangement of light- A good way of beginning to
ing, the various technicalities sur- understand composition is to start
rounding exposure, the range of
with two or three simple objects,
move them around and discover
darkroom skills and after treatment and one can readily see that the strongest arrangement. Using a
still life work considerably stretch- camera mounted on a tripod, the
es the photographer both artistical- viewpoint can be kept constant, as
subject matter is re-positioned.
ly and technically.
Once the background and principle subjects are established, add
In still life photography all the ele- secondary items (if any) one at a
ments of picture making are under time, checking through the
control. The decisions we make in viewfinder after each addition. Be
this genre will teach us a great
critical and constantly assess the
deal about how the camera "sees". picture.
Valuable lessons will be learnt
about composition, lighting, con- Remember, each ingredient in the
trast, colour harmony and the art scene should make a positive cont5
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ribution to the picture. If in doubt,
leave it out! Strive to keep things
simple. It's a good idea to make a
sketch of successful arrangements
so that the technique can be
applied again.
A backdrop will usually be necessary and it needs careful consideration, as it will almost inevitably
occupy a large portion of the picture area. Keep the backdrop
unobtrusive and harmonious,
avoid creases, folds and marks.
Lighting is of course critical, as
this will influence the mood of the
scene. Studio lighting is useful but
not essential. Natural daylight can
be used to great effect, indeed if
you're shooting a scene out of
doors, you'll probably have little
choice. Daylight through a window is often successfully
employed with reflector cards providing fill-in. Whatever lighting is
chosen, the first consideration is
that of direction. Low angle or
cross-lighting will emphasise surface texture and contours and cast
long shadows. Shadows thus created will need to be considered as
part of the composition. A main
light to the front of the set will
cause objects to be well recorded
but lacking in three-dimension
quality. As in portraiture, make
good use of back lighting and
angular lighting. For the light and
airy high-key approach a "soft
box" will give even shadowless
illumination. Make and sketches
about the lighting arrangements
not forgetting to note distances
and power settings.
Still life work provides a very
The Tennessee Turner

quick and enjoyable learning path
to the skills of composing, lighting
effectively, being creative, problem solving, improvising, being
creative and working in a disciplined manner.

backgrounds for your new web
site, newsletter or project. The list
of practical and creative applications is endless.

The subject reproduced on the
film or CCD is measured as a ratio
of life size. For example, a camera
that can record pictures at half life
The treatment of the subject can
size means that the subject will
range from the coldly clinical to
appear
recorded on the film or
deeply personal with concerned
CCD
half
the size that it is in real
involvement. Often the narrative life. This, of
course, changes when
approach is adopted. Here there is an enlargement or print is made,
the feeling of a story line, a sense as the subject then appears larger
that a moment in time has been
than life.
recorded and that the scene has a
history and a fliture beyond the
Come on in
moment of exposure.
To achieve macro photography
your camera must have a focusing
Remember, still life can be found system that lets you produce sharp
and created anywhere. The subject pictures from distances closer than
20cm, ideally closer. The latest
matter may be constructed over
several hours or simply be "objet digital cameras such as the
trouve". Whatever it is, keep your Coolpix 995 and Ricoh i700 allow
to focus an amazing two censenses tuned and use your imagi- you
timetres
from the subject, allowing
nation to the full.
you to fill the frame with a subject
that's just 15mm wide. And
because you can rotate the viewClose-up Photography
ing screen you can shoot from low
angles too. The subject appears on
by Peter Bargh
the LCD and an audible warning
sounds so you can check focusing
Close up photography, or macro
accuracy while an indicator on the
photography as it's technically
Nikon shows when the zoom is set
known, is a fascinating way of
seeing your subject from a totally to the best point for the macro to
function accurately. Needless to
new viewpoint. By moving in
closer you start to see new details say, shooting macro photography
is a doddle with this type of camthat were just a blur of colours
era.
from a distance, and the world of
nature, for one, takes on a whole
Most SLR manufacturers produce
new look.
a range of lenses for their SLR
Close up photography allows you cameras that also allow macro
photography. The standard zoom
to shoot things that you may not
have previously thought possible, lens supplied with an SLR camera
will focus down to around one or
a close up of your diamond
engagement ring, bees in the gar- one and a half metres, giving
den or flower stamens. You could quarter life size (1:4) results, but
also record your stamp collections the macro lens gives you half life
for insurance purposes or home in size (1:2) or life size (1:1) with an
extension tube.
on pattems and create textured
6
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Compact cameras have a macro
setting that's usually indicated
with an icon of a flower. This normally gets you to around 60cm
from the subject, so true macro
photography isn't an option, but
they are usually adequate for taking photos of larger flowers and
similar sized subjects.
There are a couple of special
macro compact cameras made by
Goko that have closer than normal
focusing too.
Depth of field
One problem with macro photography is the limited amount of
sharpness in front and behind the
main point of focus. This is known
as depth-of-field and is very shallow at close range. This means
you may, for example, get a really
sharp flower stamen but the petals
in front and behind will be disappointingly soft. You have several
options. One method is to shoot
from a distance and crop the photo
later. This means you get a sharper
overall subject, but the photo quality may not be as good because
you have used either less pixels or
less film, resulting in lower resolution or more grain. The more
sensible option is to adjust the
aperture, where available, selecting a smaller number which
increase depth of field. Digital
cameras often have a limited number of settings with ft8 usually
being the limit.
SLRs go down to f/16, f722 or
f/32, depending on the lens. Both
will help improve your chances.
Reducing the aperture means less
light is allowed to reach the film
so the shutter speed has to be
made longer to compensate. You
are now faced with a dilemma
The Tennessee Turner

because making the shutter speed
longer increases the chances of
camera shake. If the subject is
static all you need to do is mount
the camera on a tripod or rest it on
a steady support such as a wall,
pile of books, chair leg etc. If the
subject is swaying in the wind you
could create a wind shield, or
alternatively use a faster film, add
a spot of flash or try again on a
wind free day.
If the subject is moving you
should increase the fihn speed or
take your chances using a wider
aperture with less depth of field.
Some photographers purposely
go for shallow depth of field
allowing only one part of the
image to be sharp. Flowers can
look excellent when this technique
is applied.

going to comment, but will leave
it up to you to decide whether you
think the pictures were made with
the proper lighting techniques,
backdrop and fills. As you will
see, some of the photographs are
excellent while others have potential, but could be done better.
Have a look, but don't laugh!
I will put one of my pictures first
so you can critique my picture taking skills as well. - Ray Sandusky

Light
Another problem you may
encounter, especially when using a
camera with extremely close
focusing capability is that the
camera is so close to the subject
that it can cast a shadow. Try to
move around to a suitable viewRay Sandusky
point allowing the light source to
continue to illuminate the subject.
Flash can be used but only with
cameras that have off camera
facility, so the flash can be positioned away from the camera in a
suitable position allowing adequate subject illumination. SLR
manufacturers provide a series of
dedicated guns for their SLRs and
digital cameras, including ring
flash that gives more even coverage at short range.

Photographic Examples of
Other Woodturner's Work

In the following photos, I am not
7
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Johannes Michelsen
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Calendar of Events
TACA
April 30 - May 2

33rd Annual Tennessee Crafts Fair Centennial Park, Nashville

Arrowmont
April 11-17 WOODTURNING: A CANVAS OF GOOD FORM - Jacques Vessery
Appalacian Center for Crafts
Jun 7-11
Turning Bowls & Platters: Form, Pattern, Texture & Color - Al Stirt
J. Campbell Folk School
Apr 25-30
Woodtuming & Design (Sun-Fri) • Gary Sanders
Apr 25-30
Mini Lathe Possibilities (Sun-Fri) • Bobby Clemons
Apr 30-May 2
Woodtuming Basics (Weekend) • Doug Bames
May 2-8
Thin-Wall Tuming • Binh Pho

As Seen Cn the Inremet

Compiled from posts on the rec.crafts.woodtuming newsgroup by Ray Sandusky
Q. Ijust turned my first bowl using my new SuperNova Chuck. When I took the bowl off the chuck, I
noticed the chuck bit into the base of the bowl. 1 was going to use the tenon as the base, but now I have to
change the design. Should the bowls be made with a foot, flat or recess? I hate to see this bowl wasted.
A. I'd say most of the time it should not have a Tenon, but a foot designed to be the foot of a bowl. Take a
look at your dinner plates. They have a ridge - a foot, not what I'd call a tenon.
How big? That depends on who you read, what formula you follow, and a bunch of other "mles" Some say
the "Golden Section", or is it the "Golden Ratio"? One of The Greats I've heard say make you bowl look
good!, then if you measure it you will find it fits the "mle".
Variations on the mle depend on the shape/use. A wide bowl used strictly for decoraton, may want a small
foot to raise the 'base' of the bowl off the surface. If that bowl is to hold anything that doesn't gravitate to
the center of the bottom, like Fmit (real of imaginary) then it has to have enough of a foot to stay upright.
So what does this all mean? Some of the design mles should be taken as guidelines. Make your bowls
pleasign to you. Listen to others' comments. If they like your work then Great! Look at the work of
others both, woodtumers and pottery, and see what you like/dislike about it.
Woodtumers AND Pottery, sure we both are making the same shapes - wheel thrown pottery that is. The
shapes, the forms, the 'formula' for good looking pieces is the same, only the media and the final finishing
are different.
Q. Can anyone tell me the correct height that a wood lathe should be?
A. As far as I know there aren't any lathe height police and no mles to be enforced. Since your height is
likely to be fixed and not bent over, make the spindle high enough so that you can adjust yourself up or
down for comfort & tuming efficiency. Use platform grating or a pad. You might want to start out with the
spindle about the height of your bent elbow without padding. Your aching neck & back will show you
the way from there.
The Tennessee Turner
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The Tennessee Association of Woodturners is a local chapter of the
American Association of Woodturners. Our purpose is to provide
a meeting place for local turners to share ideas and techniques and
to educate the general public regarding the art of turning. The
TAW meets the first Tuesday of each month in Brentwood, TN and
periodically sponsors local exhibitions and demonstrations as well
as an annual symposium.

Tennessee Association of Woodturners
Board of Directors:
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary/Newsletter
Librarian
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Deryl Duer
Gary Martin
Bill Gray
Ray Sandusky
Gene Thomas
Fred Takacs
Dave Collier
John Moss
John Lucas

Nashville
Rroii

Srisfl

Exit 74 B
West

Brcotwood
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Map to Monthly Meeting
Location
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Tennessee Association of
Woodturners
cfo Ray Sandusky
9307 Fal Court West
Brentwiood, TN 37027
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We meet the first Tuesday
of every month at 7:00pm
at the Harpeth Hills
Church of Christ

